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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD
Event: TSA "Red Team" Briefing

Type of Event: Briefing

Date: September 3, 2003

Special Access Issues: None

Prepared by: Lisa Sullivan

Team Number: 7

Location: Transportation Security Administration, Crystal City, V A

Participants - Non-Commission: David Holmes, Assistant Administrator Internal
Affairs, Program Review (IAPR); Hector Santana, Special Agent-In-Charge, IAPR; John
Rooney, Director IAPR; Lou Widawski, Assistant Director, IAPR; and Brandon Strauss,
General Counsel's Office, TSA.

• Participants - Commission: Sam Brinkley, Bill Johnstone, and Lisa Sullivan

~Under a mandate from the Aviation and Transportation Security Act (ATSA), TSA
established the office of Internal Affairs Program Review (IAPR), originally and briefly
known as the Office of Inspection, in February, 2002 to replace the function of the FAA
"Red Team." Currently, the office hopes to increase its staff from 100 to 200, to include
40 people working at TSA headquarters. Mission support centers for IAPR are located
throughout the country and staffed by 10-12 people each. Like the Red Team, the mission
of the {APR is to create and implement an effective system to test the "system II of civil
aviation security. However, un1ike the old system, the IAPR is not separated form
management.

~ The principle members of IAPR were present at the briefing. They provided a
description of how their operation differs from the Red Team; and how they went about
setting up the organization. (APR consulted with the DOT -IG in the set up and recruited
undercover agents, law enforcement, such as former Secret Service officers, military
officers, and highly trained specialists from a variety of fields. TSA trained this newly
hired "cadre" of personnel on aviation and aviation security.

•
~APR said the equipment it inherited from FAA was outdated and that the TSA's
Chief Technical Office in Atlantic City, NJ was tasked to develop equipment more
responsive to current threat indications. IAPR told the Commission that they have the
authority to visit any airport, at anytime, for whatever reason. In comparison, the FAA
Red Teams did not have as much control over their operations. Other testing of the
security at airports is going on simultaneously, conducted by GAO, DHS-IG, and FSDs .



•
~ Federal Security Directors (FSDs) assigned to airports, not the IAPR, are
responsible for training staff. Tests of the system are conducted by both the FSDs on
their own and the IAPR.

•

~APR discussed the procedure at the gate when a screener fails a test performed by
TSA. Immediately, the agents bring the failure to the attention of the screener and the
supervisor on duty. IAPR takes down a series of responses to a list of questions such as,
"how much sleep did you get last night," and "how many hours have you been on shift
today?" The responses are compiled with the report of the test results from the airport,
and retraining and certification is required for the screener. Any retraining has to be
reported back to the IAPR special operations testing office. [APR representatives believe
that all of this allows them to "fix" problems at the checkpoints, perhaps better than the
old "Red Team."

~The IAPR has a direct reporting relationship with Admiral James Loy, the TSA
Administrator. This helps to ensure that weaknesses uncovered by the IAPR through
testing, and recommendations to address such weaknesses, are brought to his attention in
real time. When they report to the Admiral. they also provide him with a time line for
implementing their recommendations.!

.¢)For testing checkpoints, IAPR examines the human factor (screener performance),
takes note of the equipment that they are using (magnetometers, hand wands, and metal
detectors), and observes the implementation of official policies in effect at the gate. The
IAPR representatives indicated that their test results have lead to personnel and other
changes, including a new training program which was to begin the following week .•'
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~Because cat-x airports have around 2,000 screeners, recognition of IAPR testers by
screeners is not a concern of theirs. They reponed that 92 airportshave been tested so
far, including all the cat-x airports. As of 9/ 1110 1, there were 19 cat-x airports (a
combination of size, volume of passengers, and environmental factors.result in cat-x
classification). Their goal is to test 3 to 4 airports a week (approximatd,r 200 a year) .

~ When asked what their plans/intentions were for inspecting/testing security
measures for other kinds of transportation modes, IAPR replied that they had already
reached out to TSA 's Land and Maritime Division. It was lAPR's impression that the
division would pursue a more regulatory function over the industries in its jurisdiction,
and the private sector stakeholders would have considerable involvement. However,
fAPR does plan to test these systems as well in coordination with the Federal Air
Marshals Program, DHS Inspector General, GAO and others .
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~ For recommendations, the IAPR representatives thought that aviation security
would be better ensured ifTSA was made a law enforcement agency. This would help
solve the "unity of command" problem at the airports, and would also give the agency
power to enforce its regulations.' .
have hampered their operations.
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